We introduce an Internet packet delay and loss model for use in rate-distortion optimized media streaming. Our scheme uses feedback to leam the delay over the channel in the recent past and then finds probability mass functions for delays at later times by using chains of approximated conditional delay distributions. With an Internet delay trace we have collected and a performance metric that we introduce, we show that our scheme is far more accurate than the commonly-used model which assumes packet delays to be i.i.d. l?-distributed, at predicting arrival outcomes for groups of successively-transmitted Internet packets. In addition, we outline our Linux-based one-way delay trace collection techniques and we show the suitability ofthe shifted r distribution for modeling conditional packet delays over Internet links that include a cable modem last hop.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present a model for packet delay and loss over the Internet that improves upon those used in schemes for ratedistortion optimized packet transmission scheduling 111. These schemes aim to to select a transmission sequence for media packets in a way that optimizes the playout quality ofthe media stream while meeting transmission rate constrdints. The schemes rely on accurate statistical models for the delay and loss experienced by groups of packets transmitted over the Internet in order to find an optimized transmission sequence.
To create and evaluate a model of Internet packet delay and loss, we first needed to collect and analyze Internet packet delay traces. Collecting accurate traces is a subject in itself [2. 3, 4] . In this paper we outline a method of collecting traces that makes use of two network hosts running Linux.
In previous works on optimized streaming, the delays of successive packets have been modeled as i.i.d. r-distributed random variables, with loss also occurring independently [I] . In some works, the parameters ofthis distribution are modulated from one lransmission time to the next by an underlying K-state hidden Markov model [51. The i.i.d. model has the obvious shortcoming that it does not capture any dependence among successive delay times. It performs better when parameters are estimated on the fly. as described in [I] . The K-slate models with a small number of states will have similar behavior to the i. Our traces are lists of one-way delay measurements taken bidirectionally between two Internet hosts. During the lrace collection experiments, each hosts would transmit a small probe packet every 50 ms. The delays for the probe packets were computed, and the final traces are a listing, for each direction, of send times and delays.
Clock synchronization is a major issue in one-way delay trace collection, because send times are recorded with one host's clock and anival times with the other's. To synchronize clocks we collected estimated offsets with two-way packets, and performed a supervised. piecewise, linear regression to interpolate offset values. During trace collection, one host would send two-way packets every 200 ms in addition to the pmbe packets. The host receiving a two-way packet would note the time and send it back to its ongin. Afterwards, the two-way packets with round-trip times (easily measurable since send and round-trip receive times are taken with the same clock) near the minimum recorded round-trip time were used to calculate offset estimates. Assuming symmetric delays in both directions and no congestion (hence minimum round-trip time) in either direction, the one-way trip time can be estimated to be half of the round-trip time. The offset estimate is then the difference between half the round-trip time, and the one-way delay as 0-7803-8603-5/04/$20.00 632004 IEEE measured by the two clocks. Over 50 second periods, or periods bounded by jumps in the clock values seen in recorded sending times as described in [4] . round-trip packets within a millisecond margin of the minimum round-trip time were used as offset estimate samples to find the conskint and linear drift terms for the offset that were the best lit in the least-squares sense.
Running a general purpose operating system like Linux on the trace collection hosts introduces other potential sources of timing inaccuracy. The OS shares execution time among multiple processes. Clock readings that record transmission and arrival times will be inaccurate when the trace collection process is swapped out at inopportune times. To avoid this problem we use Linux's sched-setscheduler system call to set the OS's process scheduler to FIFO. and then we set our process to the highest priority. This way our trace collection process takes over the whole machine and does not compete with other processes for execution. Other measures that we take are to use the i o c t l system call to get packet arrival times according to the kernel's packet arrival handling interrupt instead of a later call to gettimeofday in our user-level program. In addition, all of the timing is done with busy loops instead of with potentially inaccurate timers. and all read calls are set to non-blocking so that timing loops can continue unintempted.
In traces taken over an ethemet link to assess timing accuracy, accuracy was typically in the 10s of ps. however, delay spikes of up to 2 ms due maybe to collisions on the ethernet but more likely due lo timing errors in the host were noted. We thus can only claim that the best accuracy we could achieve is 2 ms. Examining traces over lntemet links, we noted that the offset estimation led to miminum one-day delays that vary up to 2 ms, leading us to conclude that the offset eslimation yielded an additional two or three ms of inaccuracy. We thus quantized traces to bins 5 ms wide. and estimate roughly that the accuracy is plus or minus one bin, or approximately I O ms.
For the results shown in the rest of the paper, we collected a 5-hour trace between between a machine at Stanford University and a residence in Mountain View, Califomia which connected to the Internet via cable modem. There were 14 Internet hops between the two machines. The downlink bandwidth to the cable modem from the Stanford host. as estimated by an ftp file transfer, was in excess of 1.5 Mbits per second. The uplink bandwidth was approximately 230 Kbits per second. The trace collection process sent 25 (20 one-way and 5 round-trip) 32 byte packets (IP header, UDP header, and sequence number) per second for a total of 6.4 Kbits per sec. The probe packets thus utilized less than 2.8 % of the available upstream bandwidth. and 0.42 % of the available downstream bandwidth.
CONDITIONAL DELAY DISTRIBUTION IN THE CABLE MODEM LINK TRACE
The channel model that we will present in Sec. 4 makes use of conditional probabilily mass functions (pmfs) p ( xn I s"-~) where the random variables X , are the succession of delav outcomes over 280 ms (the minimum one-way delay for the trace was 35 ms). These results are similar to those discussed in [6] . however in that work the inter-arrival times X , -X,-I of round-trip packets were observed to be r-distributed. and here we arc examining conditional delay distributions. In Sec. 5 our model will make use of shifted r approximations to the pmfs p(xnl xn-,). The shifted r approximations can be specified with three parameters: shift K . mean p. and variance u2. 
PROPOSED CHANNEL MODEL
Suppose we would like to model the random delay outcomes Xo, Xi, . . . , X w for a group of successively transmitted packets. The best model would be the joint distribution.
px,,xl Y,,,(xo,x~, . . . , x n ) conditioned on any delay information that is available. Since the joint distribution is generally not available, we must approximate. The simplest approximation is to assume the delays are independent. This gives PX".X, ...., X,"(XO,Xl, ..., X N ) =PX(XO)P.u(Xl) ... P l i ( Z N ) .
In our model we instead assume the Markovity of successive delays. We thus approximate the joint distribution with chains of conditional distributions P(ZO,XI,. . . , Zn) = P(XO)P(XllXO) . . .P(x"lZ"-l)
We can find the probability of a packer orrivol oufcome. a particular combination of on-time and late-arriving packets. by summing over the approximated joint distribution. So, for instance, if we'd like to find the probability that packets sent at to, tl and t z arrive
by their deadlines t d , , . t d , , and t d z . we evaluate
The parentheses around the inner sums in ( I ) are to emphasize the interpretation of the channel as making state transitions, where the slate of the channel at a given time is the delay for packets sent at that time. In this interpretation the conditional pmfs p ( xn I x,,-1).
serve as the transition probabilities between pairs of states. Without feedback. we only know that the channel at time ta is in some delay-state with distribution p.~(x), the marginal. We find the delay-state distribution far future time-steps with the help of the conditional distributions that serve as the state transition probabilities. Because some delay-states fall outside the region specified by the left side of (I), we don't propagate the probability mass corresponding to entering those states forward in the chain. Thus after each sum we end up with a distribution over the delayslates of the channel at a particular time such that the the delaystates of previous time-steps fell in the into the desired range.
Feedback in the form of an acknowledgement can specify the actual fonvard delay-state in the recent past. A probability disltibution can be propagated forward in time from that known state. Suppose, for instance, that through feedback we know that the delay al transmission time-step 0 is da,,, and we would like to know the probability that packets transmitted at times I and 2 arrive by their deadlines: 
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED MODEL
This section contains a comparison of the performance of our channel model with the performance of the model in [I] that assumes that packet delays are drawn independently from a shifted r distribution with parameters that are estimated from feedback. To test the models, we examined how accurately they would predict packet arrival outcomes if loss and delay were determined according to our measured channel trace.
Our collected channel trace contains approximately S hours of one-way delay measurements taken in the forward and reverse directions from a server to a client at intervals of A = 50 ms. In our testing, we examined, for each 50 ms time step in the trace, the packet arrival outcome probabilities that the models would have generated given the feedback information that would have been available at the server at that time step. For feedback, we assume that the client sends a feedback packet every SO ms reponing on the delays of the most recent arrivals from the server. We further assume that the server sends at least one packet every SO ms that can be reported on.
We evaluated what predictions the two channel models would have generated at each 50 ms time-step in the trace. The predictions that our models produce are estimates Ij for the probability that a particular arrival outcome will occur. Packet arrival outcomes are Bernoulli trials that occur when some set of packets arrive and another set does not. We chose to examine the models' abilities to estimate the probability of an outcome in which the three packets from one set, set A, arrive by a deadline and another packet. U , does not. For each 50 ms time step in the trace, we evaluated what fi the models would have produced for the 66 transmission schedules such that the A packets are sent in three successive slots with staning slot ranging from from t,,, -10A to t,,, + A, and the U packet is sent in a slot that is after the A but before tdeodLlne = t,,, + 210 ms. t,,, is the position in the trace at which the models are making their estimates.
For each evaluation experiment, we find what probability estimates lj the model would have produced at a time position in the trace. By looking ahead in the trace we can determine whether the Bernoulli arrival outcomes would actually have been 'success' or not. By looking at the approximately 27 million Bernoulli trials that we evaluated, we can judge the accuracy of the models' estimates lj by comparing them to the relative frequency of successful outcomes given the estimate. For instance. if a model produces estimate Ij = 0.2 for 100,000 different trials, we would say that the model is accurate if there were actually 20,000 successful outcomes in the 100.000 trials. We use a distance metric to combine the distances ktween the b, and their rtPetive frequencies into one weighted distance to serve as a performance measure for channel models. Let our distance metric he which is a weighted sum of the L1 distances between the bins and the relative frequencies of the outcomes when model-estimated 6 quantizes to a certain bin. If the model-estimated 6 is correct. m,, the number of successful outcomes out of N, Bernoulli trials is a Binomial random variable with variance Nab, (1 -b,) . The variance of the relative frequency (the random variable 2) is therefore y , e ughter the variance of the relative frequency for a particular bin. the more certain we are that the distance (b; -2 I is due to inaccuracy of the quantized estimates b, and not due to the variance of the relative frequency. We therefore set weights wi to be inversely proportional to the standard deviation of the relative frequencies. ' c w* Fig. 3 plots relative frequencies versus quantized probability estimates for the trials described above. The top plot is for the model described in [I] , in which packet delays and losses are assumed to k independent and shifted r-distributed. The parameters p and a' of the r distribution are estimated from the previous 20 feedback packets.
is set to the minimum fonvard-trip time of 35 ms. Feedback information is used to condition the distribution as described in [I] . The second plot is for our scheme in the case where the model uses histograms for the conditional pmfs p(zn Ixn-l) that are compiled from the same trace over which the evaluation is done. The third plot is for our proposed scheme when the conditional pmfs are approximated by r distributions with parameters as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 2 . 
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new delay and loss model for groups of packets successively transmitted over the Internet. In this paper we have also outlined a delay trace collection method that uses only commonly available Linux hosts, and have found that, on Internet links with a cable-modem hop. shifted r-distributions can be good 
